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RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS 
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Re: Opposition to SEC's Pending Rule (S7-10-22) "The Enhancement and Standardization of 
Climate-Related Disclosures for Investors" 

Chair Gensler: 

I write to strongly oppose the Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC) proposed new rules 
requiring companies to disclose greenhouse gas emissions, detailed climate-related data and 
additional 'climate risks.' The proposed rules are a federal overreach which will necessitate pointless 
reporting requirements for American businesses - especially small businesses - during a time of 
bleak economic upheaval with an ongoing energy crisis. 

First, this proposal is beyond the agency's congressionally prescribed mission. For almost a century, 
the SEC has dutifully operated its three-part mission to protect investors, maintain efficient and 
healthy markets, and help spur-on capital growth. These new rules, however, are a departure from the 
agency's history as a nonpartisan organization and would now push a liberal agenda that lacks 
congressional authorization. It would set a dangerous new precedent for businesses, particularly 
small ones, to comply with onerous federal regulations that they themselves may be vehemently and 
fundamentally opposed to. 

Second, as a licensed Investment Advisor Representative, I can tell you firsthand that Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG) financial products are nothing more than a scam to investors and may 
potentially violate federal laws1

• ESG should be shamed for it merely operates to virtue signal in 
today's "woke" society. It lacks any operational basis on free market principles nor is it actually 
moral since it inadvertently perpetuates global poverty and threatens individual freedom. Moreover, 
ESG's hypocritical practices can falsely reward companies operating in countries, like China, with 
actual poor ESG standards compared to upstanding, morally run American companies2

• ESG 
investments ultimately only benefit China, who produces much of the solar panels and wind turbines 

1 https://www.texaspolicy.com/esg-investing-likely-breaks-laws/ 
2 https://thefederalist.com/2022/06/28/the-esg-scam-rates-slave-using-chinese-firms-higher-than-clean-american
energy-producers/ 
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